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VOWEL HARMONY AND VOWEL ALTERNATION IN MAY AK 
(WESTERN NILOTIC)* 
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Aalborg University 

Like several other Western Nilotic languages, the Mayak variety of Northern 
Burun has two sets of vowels distinguished by the feature [ATR), the [-ATR) 
vowels [I, E, a, :>, u] and the [+ATR) vowels [i, e, A, 0, u]. However, the mid 
I+ATR) vowels [e] and [0] are variants of the mid I-ATR) vowels lEI and hi 
conditioned by a following high I+ATR) vowel. This allophony is the effect of 
one of four general vowel harmony processes. In addition, [-ATR) root vowels 
exhibit grammatically conditioned alternation which affects either [ATRJ or 
height. The mixed character of this alternation invites the hypothesis that original 
mid J+ATRJ vowels have merged with the high [-ATR) vowels, and this 
hypothesis is confirmed by a comparison of Mayak with other Western Nilotic 
languages. 

1. Introduction 

Mayak is a little documented Western Niloticlanguage spoken in the southern part 
of Blue Nile Province of Sudan. It belongs to the group of languages which Evans
Pritchard [1932] called Northern Bumn. Together with the Southern Bumn 
languages, they constitute one of the three branches of Western Nilotic in Kohler's 
[1955] internal subgrouping of the Nilotic languages, the two other branches being 
the Nuer-Dinka languages and the Luo languages. 

Like many other Western Nilotic languages, Mayak has a lot of vowel quality 
alternation. To a large extent, this alternation is similar to what is found in the Luo 

* This article is an expanded version of a paper entitled "Layers of vowel harmony in Mayak 
(Western Nilotic)" read at the 6th Nilo-Saharan Conference, UCLA, March 27-29, 1995. The 
Mayak data used in the article were collected in Sudan in 1982 and during a number of short 
periods between 1988 and 1993. I wish to thank the Danish Research Council for the Humanities 
for financial support for the fieldwork, and my Mayak consultants Saman Frajalla and Kherallah 
Hesseen Tiko for their assistance. I also wish to thank the editor and an anonymous referee for 
valuable comments on an earlier version of this article. 
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languages, where the alternation operates in terms of the feature [Advanced 
Tongue Root], abbreviated [ATR]. In Mayak, however, the vowel alternation 
sometimes involves a change in height rather than in [ATR], and in some cases 
these two changes combine so that a root vowel has four different alternants. In 
this article I shall outline the main aspects of the vowel alternation system in 
Mayak, and I shall argue that it consists of two historical layers of [ATR] 
alternation. Firstly, there is phonologically conditioned [ATR] alternation, namely 
[ATR] harmony, and secondly, there is grammatically conditioned alternation, 
which was originally a pure [ATR] alternation, but whose [A TR] character was 
partly distorted by a sound change that eliminated some vowels through vowel 
merger. 

Accordingly, the article is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the vowel 
inventory and outlines the distribution of the vowels. Section 3 demonstrates the 
existence of phonologically conditioned vowel alternation, which can be accounted 
for by means of four rules, three of which impose vowel harmony in terms of the 
feature [ATR]. Section 4 demonstrates the existence of grammatically conditioned 
vowel alternation, which involves either [ATR] or height. Section 5 hypothesises a 
sound change that explains the mixed character of the grammatically conditioned 
vowel alternation system. Sections 6 and 7 provide comparative evidence for this 
hypothesis, first from Mabaan, which belongs to the Southern Burun subbranch of 
Burun, and then from languages of the two other branches of Western Nilotic as 
well. Finally, section 8 looks at the sound change in a typological perspective. 

Mayak is a tone language, but since I have not yet finished working out its 
tonal system, my transcription does not include tone. 

2. Vowels and their distribution 

2.1. Word structure and syllable structure. Basically, a Mayak word consists of 
a stem and zero or more inflectional suffixes. The stem consists of a root and zero 
or more derivational suffixes. All verbal roots and many noun roots are mono
syllabic and mostly have the shape eye or eYYe,and other noun roots also begin 
with eye or CVVc. I Syllables in Mayak normally have the structure CV(V)(C).2 

2.2. Vowel inventory. Mayak has ten different vowel qualities. And, as in the Luo 
languages, they fall into two sets distinguished by the feature [ATR], as indicated in 
Table 1. Phonetically, [A] is less open and more back than [a], but as will become 
clear in section 3.4, it is structurally the [+ATR] counterpart of raj, so it must be 
classified as a low central vowel. All ten vowels can be short or long, and length is 

1 In addition, verbs may contain one or more proclitics, and nouns borrowed from Arabic may 
begin with laV or la!, which reflect the definite article in that language. However, such words are 
not relevant to the subject matter of the present article and will be ignored here. 
2 In addition, there are V(C) syllables, but they can only occur word-initially, in verbs as proclitics, 
see footnote 1. 
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Table 1. Vowel qualities in Mayak. 

[-ATR] [+ATR] 

high I u 1 u 
mid c :J e 0 

low a A 

contrastive. Unlike at least some Luo languages, Mayak has no diphthongs, no 
consonant clusters consisting of a consonant and a glide, and no syllables ending in 
a glide. 

2.3. Distribution of vowels. Eight of the ten vowel qualities, whether short or 
long, occur in monosyllabic words, as exemplified by the nouns in (1) below.3 The 
mid-vowelqualitiesofthe [+ATR] set, [e] and [0], have a restricted distribution. 

(1) /i/ lic 'ear' /ii/ pii 'water' (pI.) 
win 'ropes' rii{ 'smoke' 

/II lIC 'penis' /11/ WIll 'tail' 
I]In 'eyes' all{ 'goats' 

/e/ iep 'tongue' /ec/ ieec 'elephant' 
lek 'teeth' meek 'spider' 

/11./ I]AC 'back' /11.11./ pAAm 'mountain' 
lA{ 'house' mAAn 'females' 

/a/ kac 'leopard' /aa/ jaaJ 'tree' 
pal 'navel' maac 'fire' 

/:J/ {:JI] 'spear' /:J:J/ l:J:Jk 'male' 
p:Jk 'mouth' g:J:Jl 'anus' 

/u/ pur 'road' /uu/ guuk 'dog' 
kum 'eggs' buuc 'ant-hill' 

/u/ {uI] 'horn' /uu/ luum 'grass' (pI.) 
lum 'nose' JuuJ 'soil' 

3 In this article my transcription of Mayak and other Western Nilotic languages conforms to IPA, 
so that [j] is a palatal glide and [j] a voiced palatal stop. However, in order to maximise the 
graphical difference between the interdental stops 11, g] and the alveolar stops, I use the (retroflex) 
symbols [t, <U for the latter. 
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Unlike all other vowel qualities, they virtually do not occur in monosyllabic words, 
the only exception encountered being the word cjooc 'five'. Apart from this 
exception, [e] and f 0 1 occur only in syllables that are followed by a syllable 
containing either [i] or [u], i.e., a high [+ATR] voweI.4 Their occurrence in such 
words is exemplified by the nouns and the pronoun in (2). 

(2) [e] ley-iJ 'tooth' 

?eo-iJ 'faeces' (sing.) 

fee] beekum 'monkey' 
weejic 'you' (pI.) 

[0] kol-iJ 'sky' 
?okur 'chickens' 

[00] mooo-ic 'your brother' 
roon-ic 'your maternal uncle' 

Since the presence of [e] and [0] is conditioned by the presence of [i] or [u], 
they cannot have independent phonemic status, but must be allophones of some 
other vowels. This allophony can be seen as an effect of vowel harmony imposed 
by the high [+ATR] vowels, so we would expect [e] and [0] to be allophones of 
the corresponding [-ATR] vowels lei and I'J/. In fact, this analysis is perfectly 
possible, since [e] and ['J] do not occur before [i] and [u], as indicated in Table 2, 
which shows the co-occurrence of vowels in disyllabic words. Table 2 also reveals 
that the high [-ATR] vowels [I, u] do not co-occur with the high [+ATR] vowels 
[i, ul The fact that [11 and [u] are excluded before fil and [ul can be seen as an 
effect of the same rule as the one that changes /e, 'JI to [e, 0] before Ii, u/. Thus, 
both phenomena are captured by a rule of vowel harmony whereby a non-low 
[-ATR] vowel becomes [+ATR] before a high [+ATR] vowel. On the other hand, 
the absence of [I] and [u] after [i] and [u] is not paralleled by f eland ['J], which 
do occur in that position. In section 3 it will be demonstrated that the gaps in Table 
2 are, in fact, not accidental but are due to co-occurrence restrictions, and that they 
reflect two types of [ATR] harmony.S But Table 2 also shows that the [ATR] har
mony is not complete, as some [-ATR] vowels may co-occur with some [+ATR] 
vowels: (i) [-ATR] vowels may co-occur with [A] in either order; (ii) [a] may co
occur with [i, u] in either order, and, as already mentioned, (iii)[e, 'J] may occur 

4 In the data available to me, all instances of [e] and [0] occur in the first syllable, which is 
immediately followed by a syllable with [i] or [ul It is not clear whether there are other 
Qossibilities. 
5 Moreover, the L-ATRJ vowel [u] seems not to occur after the low [+ATRJ vowel [A], and [u] has 
not been attested after the [-ATRl vowels [e, :>] either. It is not clear whether these gaps are 
systematic or accidental. 
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Table 2. Co-occurrence of vowels in disyllabic words. 

second syllable 

[-ATR] [+ATR] 

I e a J u i e A 0 U 

1 + + + + + - - + - -
e + + + + ? - - + - -

[-ATR] a + + + + + + - + - + 
J + + + + ? - - + - -

first u + + + + + - - + - -

syllable 1 - + + + - + - + - + 
e - - - - - + - - - + 

[+ATR] A + + + + -? + - + - + 
0 - - - - - + - - - + 
u - + + + - + - + - + 

after [i, u].6 
All of the attested vowel combinations are documented somewhere else in this 

article and will therefore not be illustrated separately here. 

3. Vowel harmony 

3.1. Regressive [ATR] assimilation. The absence of [I, U, e, J] before [i] and [u] 
is no coincidence, but is due to a general constraint, as evidenced by the morpho
logy. Consider, for instance, the tense inflection of non-derived transitive verbs in 
clauses with the constituent order SVO, as in (3), a clause type that I call subject
oriented (S-oriented).7 In subject-oriented clauses, a non-derived transitive verb 

(3) a. buUIJu lam kUJcr 
hyena eat pig 

b. buUIJu lam-u kUJcr 
hyena eat-PST pig 

'The hyena is eating a pig' 

'The hyena ate a pig' 

6 In this way the vowel hannony of Mayak differs from those of, for example, the Luo language 
Pari [cf. Andersen 1989J and the Central Sudanic language Madi [cf. Andersen 1986bj. In the 
latter languages the [A TR] harmony is total, except that fa! may co-occur with r +A TR] vowels. 
7 The following abbreviations are used in interlinear translations: IPEX = first person plural 
exclusive, IS = first person singular,2S = second person singular, 3S = third person singular, AP 
= anti-passive, PST = past tense, SUF = suffix. 
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Table 3. Present and past tense fonns of non-derived subject-oriented 
transitive verbs with a short root vowel. 

Underlying Present tense Past tense 
root vowel 

/II lIJ liiJ-u 'shape with an axe' 

lei Jep Jew-u 'open' 
[-ATR] 1':)1 kac koj-u 'take' 

lui gu"t guiJ-u 'untie' 

lal lam lam-u 'eat' 

Iii (il) (il)-u 'hear' 
[+ATR] IAI llAk llAY-U 'beat' 

lui tuc "tu;-u 'send' 
e 

Table 4. Present and past tense fonns of non-derived subject-oriented 
transitive verbs with a long root vowel. 

Underlying Present tense Past tense 
root vowel 

lui gIlm giim-u 'weed' 

leel (eek (eey-u 'spear' 
[-ATR] 1':)':)1 baar boor-u 'skin' 

luul lUUC luui-u 'find' 

laal maat maaiJ-u 'drink' 
e 

liil wun wiin-u 'cook' 
[+ATR] IAA/ gAAp gAAW-U 'catch in the air' 

luul £!.uur £!.uur-u 'hoe' 

stem can have a fonn which is identical to the bare root, as in (3a). This fonn, 
which is inflectionally unmarked, expresses the present tense, while the past tense is 
expressed by a suffix -u, as in (3b).8 Tables 3-4 show the present and past tense 
fonns of a verb for each of the eight possible short and long root vowels.9 As can 
be observed in these tables, [-ATR] root vowels become [+ATR] before the suffix 
-u, except for the root vowel quality lal, which retains its [-ATR] value. Notice 

8 The labels "present tense" and "past tense" are provisional, as the "tenses" should perhaps 
be analysed as aspects. 
9 For a description and analysis of the root-final consonant alternation that can be observed in 
these and some other examples, see Andersen [19991. 
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also that [ATR] is the only feature of the vowels that changes, the vowels retaining 
their height. Thus, the [+ATR] suffix vowel lui harmonises non-low [-ATR] 
vowels, [I, e,:J, u], ofthe root into the corresponding l+ATR] vowels, [i, e, 0, u]. 
This harmonisation has two consequences. Firstly, it neutralises the underlying 
contrast between [-ATR] and [+ATR] in high root vowels. Secondly, it gives rise 
to the vowel qualities [e] and [0], which must therefore be analysed as allophones 
of lei and I:J/, respectively, as also suggested in section 3.2 above. The harmo
nisation is purely phonologically conditioned, as it takes place before any suffix that 
contains an underlying lui, for instance, also the second person singular possessive 
suffix -u of nouns, as illustrated in section 3.3 below. 

Suffixes with Iii, the other high [+ATRJ vowel, have exactly the same effect. 
Consider, for instance, the subject inflection of non-derived transitive verbs in 
clauses in which the logical object is preverbal, as in (4), a clause type which I call 
object-oriented (O-oriented). As illustrated by the past tense verb forms, the first 
and second person singular suffixes are -AT and -ir, respectively, both of them with 
a [+ATR] vowel, while the third person singular suffix is -er, with a [-ATR] vowel. 
Tables 5-6 show these three forms of a non-derived verb for each of the eight pos
sible short and long root vowels. As can be observed in these tables, the [-ATR] 

(4) a. ?aak maad-Ar 'I drank the milk' 
milk drink:PST-IS 

b. ?aak maad-ir 'Y ou drank the milk' 
milk drink:PST-2S 

c. ?aak maad-er 'He drank the milk' 
milk drink:PST-3S 

Table 5. Past tense verb forms with subject suffixes and a short root vowel. 

Underlying IS 2S 3S 
root vowel 

/II ?uj-Ar ?icj-ir ?Icj-er 'shape with axe' 

lei geb-AT geb-ir geb-er 'beat' 
[-ATR] hi n:Jn-cf.-Ar non-cf.-ir n:Jn-cf.-er 'fold' 

lui 9.U(j-Ar 9.U(j-ir 9.utj-er 'untie' 

lal ?am-b-Ar ?am-b-ir ?am-b-er 'eat' 

Iii ?ib-Ar ?ib-ir ?ib-er 'shoot' 

[+ATR] IAI PAcj-AT pAcj-ir pAcj-er 'untie' 

lui JUt-AT !ut-ir !ut-er 'send' 
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Table 6. Past tense verb fonns with subject suffixes and a long root vowel. 

Underlying IS 2S 3S root vowel 

Inl t}IIm-b-AT t}iim-b-ir t}IIm-b-er 'weed' 

/EEl teeg-AT teeg-ir teeg-er 'spear' 
[-ATR] I~~I paag-AT poog-ir paag-er 'wash' 

luul luul-Ar luul-ir luul-er 'find' 

laal caab-Ar caab-ir caab-er 'cook' 

liil wiin-cf.-AT wiin-cf.-ir wiin-cf.-er 'cook' 
[+ATR] lAAI lAAb-Ar lAAb-ir lAAb-er 'catch in the air' 

luul £!.uur-d-AT £!.uur-cJ-ir £!.uur-cJ-er 'hoe' 

suffix -er leaves the root vowel unaffected, and so does the [+ATR] suffix -AT. In 
fonns with the [+A TR] suffix -ir, by contrast, root vowels change in the same way 
as they do before the past tense suffix -u. 

Again, the hannonisation triggered by the verbal suffix -ir is purely 
phonologically conditioned, as it takes place before any suffix with an underlying 
Iii. Thus, the same effects can be observed in singular nouns with the singulative 
suffix -it, when compared with the corresponding plural fonns, which have no suf
fix,as in (5). to The plural fonns reveal that the root vowel is underlyingly [-ATR] 
in (5a-c),and [+ATR] in (5d-e). In (5a-c) the singulative suffix hannonises non-low 
root vowels. 

(5) Singular Plural 

a Jin-iJ JIn 'breast' 
b. leo-iJ leJ 'faeces' 

c. kol-iJ kal 'sky (sg); clouds (pI)' 

d. riI]-iJ riI] 'meat' 

e. wAr-iJ WAr 'cow dung' 

In summary, Mayak has a general rule of Regressive {ATR] Assimilation to 
the effectthat a high [+ATR] vowel spreads its [ATR] value to a non-low [-ATR] 
vowel of the preceding syllable. In this type of vowel hannony, [+ATR] is domi
nant and [-ATR] is recessive. But the low vowels are neutral. Thus, [+ATR] IAI 
does not trigger hannony, and [-ATR] lal is not hannonised. 

to An outline of the major number inflection patterns in Mayak is given in Andersen lin press bj. 
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3.2. Regressive rounding assimilation. In the previous section, we saw that the 
[+ATR] vowel qualities [e] and [0] are manifestations of the underlying [-ATR] 
vowel qualities lei and I'J/, respectively. However, a short [0] is not always a 
manifestation of I'J/. It may also be a manifestation of [+A TR] I AI if followed by 
[u], as illustrated by the verb forms in (6)-(7). The intransitive verbs constituting 
the clauses have anti-passive stems (cf. section 4 below). In the past tense forms 
(6b) and (7b), which have a past tense suffix -uo immediately after the stem, the 
stem vowel exhibits free variation between [A] and [0].11 However, in the corre
sponding present tense forms (6a) and (7a), which have the suffix -IT, the stem 
vowel can only be [A], so [A] is the basic variant, while [0] is conditioned by the 
following [u]. 

(6) a. lAm-IT 
eat:AP-SUF 

b. lAm-uo-i ~ lom-uo-i 
eat:AP-PST-SUF 

(7) a. tAk-IT 
~ash:AP-SUF 

b. tAk-uo-i ~ tok-uo-i 
~ash:AP-PST-SUF 

'He is eating' 

'He ate' 

'He is washing' 

'He washed' 

The same variation between [A] and [0] can be seen in nouns, as in the first 
syllable of disyllabic plural nouns with [u] in the second syllable, whether the [u] 
belongs to an inflectional suffix, as in (8a-b), or is part of the stem, as in (8c) (cf. 
section 4 below). 

(8) Singular Plural 
a naac nAj-uk ~ noj-uk 'calf 
b. gaal gAl-uk ~ gol-uk 'arm, hand' 

c. nanaan nAnun ~ non un 'snake' 

In conclusion, Mayak has a general phonological rule of Regressive Rounding 
Assimilation, whereby the rounding of [+ATR] [u] is optionally spread to a short 
I AI of the preceding syllable, so that I AI is realised as [0]. This is one of the reasons 
why IAI must be classified as [+ATR] in the first place. 

II The past tense suffix exhibits grammatically conditioned alternation. Thus, for instance, it is -u 
in a subject-oriented transitive clause, but -uiJ before the suffix -i in an anti-passive clause. See 
also Andersen 119991. 
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3.3. Progressive [ATR] assimilation. In section 3.1 we saw that Mayak has a rule 
of Regressive [ATR] Assimilation. But vowel harmony with the opposite direction 
also occurs. This can be observed, for instance, in the possessive inflection of 
nouns. This type of inflection, which especially applies to body part nouns, is 
illustrated in Table 7, which shows four forms of a noun for each of the eight short 
root vowels: the non-possessed form, which has no suffix, and which is identical to 
the bare root, and forms with a vowel suffix that expresses, respectively, a first, 
second, and third person singular possessor. The possessive suffix is followed by 
the consonantal suffix -k if the possessed stem is plural, as in the possessive forms 
ofthe words for 'eyes' and 'teeth' in the table. 

A first person singular possessor is expressed by a high front vowel, which is 
either [-ATR] or [+ATR]. The [+ATR] variant [i] occurs if the root vowel is 
[+ATR] and high, as in the possessive forms of the words for 'ear' and 'knee'; 
otherwise, the [-ATR] variant [I] occurs. This distribution shows that the suffix 
vowel is underlyingly [-ATR]. So here we have a suffix vowel that does not 
harmonise the root vowel, but which is itselfharmonised by that vowel. 

Table 7. Non-possessedand singular possessive forms of nouns. 

Underlying Non- IS 2S 3S 
root vowel possessed 

/II I)In I)II)-I-k I)il)-u-k I)II)-e-k 'eyes' 

lei Jek Jek-I-k lek-u-k Jek-e-k 'teeth' 
[-ATR] lal pal pal-I pal-u pal-e 'navel' 

I:JI W:>I) W:>I)-I woI)-u w:>l)-e 'eye' 

lui tuk .tuY-I JUY-u tuy-e 'outer mouth' . 
Iii ?ie ?id'-i ?id'-u ?id'-e 'ear' 

[+ATR] lui ?U!] ?u!]-i ?U!]-U ?u!]-e 'knee' 

IAI ?Am ?Am-I ?Am-u ?Am-e 'thigh' 

Other suffixes with an underlyingly [-ATR] /II behaving in the same way are, 
for instance, the plural suffix -In of nouns, as in (9), and the verbal suffix -IT, which 
will be illustrated in section 4 below.l2 

The situation is different with the second person singular possessive suffix, as 
illustrated in Table 7 above. This suffix is invariably [+ATR] -u, and as we also saw 
in section 3.1 above, such a suffix vowel triggers Regressive [ATR] Assimilation, 
whose effect can be observed in the words for 'eyes', 'teeth', 'eye', and 'outer 
mouth'. 

12 In noun stems with more than one vowel, as in (9c), it is the features of the last vowel that 
determine the [ATRJ value of the suffix. 
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(9) Plural Singular 
a /II kIlO-In kIIJ ' guinea-fowl' 
b. leI welY-In wely-::m 'rib' 
c. lal gu(umao-In gu(umaJ 'fishing spear' 
d. I~I {:JI]-In {:JI] 'spear' 
e. luI bUY-In buk 'arm' 
f IiI kiij-in kiie 'orphan' 
g. IAI jAI]-In jaaI] 'crocodile' 
h. luI {uI]-in {uI] 'hom' 

A different behaviour is exhibited by the third person singular possessive suffix. 
This suffix is [-A TR] -e throughout and thus is not affected by the root vowel, and 
it does not itselfaffectthe root vowel either. Hence, it behaves like the third person 
singular subject suffix -er illustrated in section 3.1 above. 

The [-ATR] suffix vowel I~I behaves like leI. Thus, it neither affects nor is 
affected by the root vowel. This is shown by the first person plural exclusive 
(IPEX) subject suffix -;:m:>n of object-oriented verbs, as exemplified by the present 
tense forms in (10), which also shows the corresponding inflectionally unmarked 
verb forms, the latter occurring in subject-oriented clauses. Again, all of the eight 
root vowel qualities are exemplified, except for luI, which has not been attested 
with the IPEX suffix.13 

Some (but not all) suffixes with the [-ATR] vowel [a] behave in the same way. 
One example is the plural suffix -ak of nouns in (11), which also shows the 
corresponding singular forms. All of the eight underlying root vowel qualities are 
exemplified. 

(10) Unmarked IPEX 
a /II gIlw-I gnw-:>n:>n 'beat' (multiplicative stem) 
b. leI gep gew-:>n:>n 'beat' 
c. lal maaJ maao-:>n:>n 'drink' 
d. I~I n:>n n:>n-:>n:>n 'fold' 
e. luI kuum kuum-:>n:>n 'fill ' 
f IiI lip liw-:>n:>n 'shoot' 
g. IAI lA(-I lA(-:>n:>n 'pull' (centrifugal stem) 

13 While the verb fonns in (lOb-f) have non-derived stems, those in (lOa) and (lOg) have derived 
stems, multiplicative and centrifugal, respectively. The fonnation of multiplicative stems may 
involve a grammatically conditioned change in the quality and length of the basic root vowel, as is 
the case here, since the stem in (lOa) is derived from the root of the non-derived stem in (lOb). 
However, this does not affect the behaviour of the 1 PEX suffix. 
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(11) Singular Plural 
a /II bI} bIl-ak 'iron' 
b. lei Je} JeI-ak 'lower leg' 
c. lal kac kaj-ak 'leopard' 
d. I'JI j;);)k j;);)y-ak 'bull with one testicle' 
e. lui kur kur-ak 'boat' 
f. Iii kic kij-ak 'bee' 
g. IAI tAm tAm-ak 'elbow' 
h. lui ku{ kua-ak 'nest' 

Lastly, the high back [-ATR] vowel [u] also occurs as a suffix vowel, but its 
behaviour in that position has not been investigated systematically. Given the fact 
that an underlying lui behaves like an underlying Iii with respect to vowel 
harmony, one would also expect an underlying lui to behave like an underlying /II 
in this respect. But so far, I have not been able to establish whether there are any 
suffixes with an underlying lui. Other examples with [u] will be discussed in 
section 3.4. 

In summary, Mayak has a general rule of Progressive [ATRJ Assimilation to 
the effect that a high [+ATR] vowel spreads its [ATR] value to a high front 
[-ATR] vowel of the following syllable. It is similar to Regressive [ATR] Assimi
lation in that [+ATR] is dominant and [-ATR] recessive. But it is more restricted, 
since all non-high vowels are resistant to harmonisation. 

3.4. Progressive [ATR] spreading. In sections 3.1 and 3.2 we saw examples of 
suffixes with low vowels which exhibit no variation and which do not trigger 
vowel harmony, namely the first person singular subject suffix -AT and the plural 
noun suffix -ak. However, there is at least one suffix which exhibits phonologically 
conditioned variation between [-ATR] [a] and [+ATR] [A], namely the singulative 
noun suffix -aJ ~ -AJ, as in (12). The stem of singular forms with this suffix is 
underlyingly identical to the corresponding plural form. The distribution of -aJ and 
-AJ is in agreement with, and is determined by, the [ATR] value of the root vowel. 
Given this variation, the vowel of -aJ ~ -AJ must be undedyingly different from 
both of the vowels of the invariable suffixes -ak and -AT. My suggestion is that the 
vowel of -aJ ~ -AJ is underlyingly unspecified for [ATR] and that it gets its surface 
[ATR] value from the root vowel. The vowel harmony in nouns with this suffix is 
progressive like the vowel harmony produced by the rule of Progressive [ATR] 
Assimilation. However, while suffix vowels affected by that rule do not agree in 
[ATR] with the low [+ATR] root vowel IAI, the vowel of -aJ ~ -AJ agrees in 
[ATR] with all three [+A TR] root vowels, as shown in (12d-f). This is what is 
predicted if the harmony is here not the effect of a rule that replaces an already 
existing [-ATR] value with the opposite value, but the effect of a rule that specifies 
an unspecified [ATR] value. This rule will be referred to as Progressive [ATRJ 
Spreading. 
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(12) Singular Plural 
a /II rIm-aJ rIm 'blood' 
b. lal aaal-aJ aaal 'flower' 
c. lui kum-aJ kum 'egg' 
d. Iii lin-AJ lin 'intestine' 
e. IAI lAAw-AJ lAAp 'bone' 
f lui ruUj-AJ ruuc 'worm' 

There is at least one other suffix whose variation is also accounted for by 
Progressive [ATR] Spreading, namely the plural noun suffix -uk - -uk, as in (13). 
Some nouns with this suffix in the plural exhibit grammatically conditioned root 
vowel alternation; but the relation between the stem of the plural form and that of 
the singular form is not pertinent to the phonological form of the suffix, and it will 
therefore not be dealt with until section 4. The plural suffix in (13) exhibits 
variation between [-ATR] [u] and [+ATR] [u] in agreement with the [ATR] value 
of the stem vowel, including the low [+ATR] stem vowel IAI, as in (13d). Again, 
this distribution can be explained by assuming that the suffix vowel is underlyingly 
unspecified for [A TR] and, hence, affected by Progressi ve [A TR] Spreading. 

(13) Plural Singular 
a /II mly-uk meek 'spider' 
b. lui guj-uk g:xJC 'bowl' 
c. Iii cim-uk CIIma 'knife' 
d. IAI jAIJ-uk jaaIJ 'crocodile' 
e. lui bul-uk bul 'stomach' 

In section 2.2 it was claimed that although [A] is phonetically higher and more 
back than [a], it is the [+ATR] counterpart of that vowel. But as we saw in section 
3.1,/AI does not trigger Regressive [ATR] Assimilation, and as we saw in section 
3.3,/al does not become [A] by Progressive [ATR] Assimilation. These processes, 
therefore, do not provide any structural evidence that lal and IAI are [-ATR] and 
[+ATR], respectively,nor that they are mutual [ATR] counterparts. However, that 
[A] is indeed the [+ATR] counterpart of [a] is clearly shown by the suffix vowel 
variation examined in the present subsection. Thus, the [+ATR] value of [A] is 
revealed by the fact that a low suffix vowel underlyingly unspecified for [ATR] is 
realised as [A] when the [+ATR] feature is spread to it, and also by the fact that IAI 
itself spreads this feature to suffix vowels underlying unspecified for [ATR). 

3.5. Summary of [ATR] harmony processes. The previous subsections have 
demonstrated the existence of three different types of phonologically conditioned 
[ATR] harmony processes, which were labeled Regressive [ATR] Assimilation, 
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Progressive [ATR] Assimilation, and Progressive [ATR] Spreading. Several suf
fixes have been used as examples. Some of them trigger Regressive [ATR] 
Assimilation, others are affected by either Progressive [ATR] Assimilation or 
Progressive [ATR] Spreading, and still others neither trigger nor are affected by 
any of these processes. The suffixes that have been commented upon are listed in 
Table 8, where they are grouped according to the [ATR] process that they trigger 
or undergo. The table also indicates their underlying [ATR] value, their semantic 
function, and the class of the words in which they occur. 

Table 8. Some suffixes and their involvement in [ATR] harmony processes. 

Form Underlying Function Word class r A TR 1 process 
[ATR] value 

-ak - plural noun none 
-Ar + IS subject verb none 
-e - 3S possessor noun none 
-er - 3S subject verb none 
-::)0::)0 - 1 PEX subiect verb none 

-ir + 2S subject verb regressive assimilation 

-is + singulative noun regressive assimilation 
-u + past tense verb regressive assimilation 
-u + 2S possessor noun regressive assimilation 
-u~ + past tense verb re~ressive assimilation 

-I, -i - 1 S possessor noun progressive assimilation 
-Ill, -in - plural noun progressive assimilation 
-Ir, -ir - present tense verb pro~ressive assimilation 

-at -At "' " 
0 singulative noun progressi ve spreading 

-uk, -uk 0 plural noun progressive spreading 

4. Grammatically conditioned vowel alternation 

In addition to the phonologically conditioned vowel alternation described above, 
which involves either [ATR] or rounding, there is also grammatically conditioned 
vowel alternation, and the latter involves either [ATR] or height. This type of 
alternation is regular in the derivational morphology of verbal roots, and it can be 
observed, for instance, when comparing non-derived transitive stems and the 
corresponding anti-passive stems. The latter are derived intransitive stems that lack 
the object of the former. The basics of the alternation system can be seen by 
comparing four morphologically different forms with the same transitive root. 
These four forms are the present tense and past tense forms of subject-oriented 
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non-derived transitive verbs, as in (14a) and (14b), respectively, and the present 
tense and past tense forms of anti-passive verbs, as in (14c) and (14d), respectively. 

(14) a S-oriented, present tense 
lIlr Jep lal)kaJe 'The thief is opening the door' 
thief open door 

b. S-oriented, past tense 
lIlr Jew-u lal)kaJe 'The thief opened the door' 
thief open-PST door 

c. Anti-passive,present tense 
lIlr IIp-Ir 'The thief is opening' 
thief open:AP-SUF 

d. Anti-passive, past tense 
lIlr Jip-uo-i 'The thief opened' 
thief open:AP-PST-SUF 

The sentences in (14) illustrate the behaviour of roots with lei. As shown in 
(15), the shift from present tense to past tense here involves a change from [-ATR] 
to [+ATR] in the root vowel (from lei to lei, and from /II to Ii/), and the shift 
from subject-oriented to anti-passive involves raising (from lei to /II, and from lei 
to Ii/). In roots having /II, by contrast, as illustrated in (16) with a root meaning 'to 
shape with an axe', the shift from subject-oriented to anti-passive involves a vowel 
change from [-ATR] to [+ATR] rather than raising. 

S-oriented Anti- sive 
(15) Present Jep IIp-Ir 

Past Jew-u Jip-uo-i 

(16) Present I lIt liJ-ir 
Past lio-u liJ-uo-i 

Table 9 shows the four forms with one root for each of the eight underlying 
short root vowels. Column 1 of Table 9 contains stems in which the underlying 
root vowels surface unchanged. Column 2 shows stems exposed to Regressive 
[ATR] Assimilation, as accounted for in section 3.1 above. Column 3 shows 
grammatically conditioned variants of the root vowels. Note first that the pre-sent 
tense suffix here exhibits [ATR] variation between [Ir] and fir]. Underlyingly, its 
vowel is [-ATR] /II, which undergoes Progressive [ATR] Assimilationafter stems 
with Iii or lui. The grammatically conditioned variation in the root vowels only 
concerns root vowels whose basic alternants are [-ATR]. High and low vowels 
become [+ATR] without changing their height, and mid vowels become high with-
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Table 9. Vowel alternation in transitive verbal roots. 

1 2 3 4 
Basic S-oriented, S-oriented, Anti-passive, Anti -passi ve, root 
vowel pres. tense past tense pres. tense past tense 

/II lIJ lio-u liJ-iI liJ-uo-i 'shape' 

lei aee aej-u alj-II aij-uo-i 'grind' 

[-ATR] lal lam lam-u lAm-II ?Am-uo-i 'eat' 

hi k:)C koj-u kuj-II kuj-uo-i 'take' 

lui gu"t guo-u gU"t-iI gu"t-uo-i 'untie' 

Iii til) til)-U til)-iI til)-uo-i 'hear' 

[+ATR] IAI I1Ak I1AY-U nAk-II I1Ak-uo-i 'beat' 

lui tue "tuj-u tue-iI tuc-uo-i 'send' 
n n n 

Table 10. Vowel alternation (grade system) in transitive verbal roots. 

[-ATR] 

[+ATR] 

1° 

e 
a 
;) 

u 

A 

U 

Underlying root 
vowels 

2° 

e 
a 
0 

u 

A 

U 

Phonologically 
conditioned 
alternants 

3° 

A 

u 

u 

A 

U 

Grammatically 
conditioned 
alternants 

4° 

i 
A 

u 

u 

A 

U 

Phonologically 
conditioned 
alternants of 

grammatically 
conditioned 
alternants 
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out changing their [ATR] value. Finally, column 4 contains stems which combine 
the effects of columns 3 and 2; that is, their root vowels have grammatically 
conditioned alternants exposed to Regressive [ATR] Assimilation. 14 

Table 10 schematises the vowel alternation system exemplified by the roots in 
Table 9. Since what we are dealing with may be called a vowel gradation system, 
the four columns of Table 10 will be referred to as grades 1 through 4, with grade 
1 being the basic grade. As Table 10 shows, the number of different alternants 
depends on the underlying root vowel. Root vowels that are underlyingly [+ATR] 
do not alternate at all; underlying /II, lal, and lui have two alternants, underlying 
lei and 1';)1 four alternants. Using in modified form a diagram created by Labov 
[1994: 230], I illustrate in Figure 1 the changes involved in the vowel alternation 
system. Thin arrows indicate phonologically conditioned changes, thick arrows 
grammatically conditioned changes. 

Figure 1. Phonological and grammatical changes in A TR 

+ATR 

-ATR 

The same grammatically conditioned vowel alternation can be found, for in
stance, in number inflection of nouns, as illustrated in (17)-( 19). The nouns in (17) 
have monosyllabic roots, and here the root vowel has grade 1 in the singular and 
grade 3 in the plural.l5 The five [-ATR] grade 1 vowels are exemplified here. 

14 Although not indicated in the table,stems with [A] here have free variants with [0]: [?Amu()i] ~ 
[?omuOi] 'He ate' and [nAku()i] ~ [noku()i] 'He killed'. This is due to the rule of Regressive 
Rounding Assimilation,as described in section 3.2 above. 
15 Although the root vowel lui in guy-ip, or its variant guy-in, 'dogs' is followed by a high 
r+ATRJ suffix vowel,itdoes not belong to grade 2. The reason is that the vowel of the suffix in 
question is one that undergoes Progressive [ATRJ Assimilation, as evidenced by the fact that it is 
[-ATRJ after a l-ATRJ vowel,as in t:JI]-m 'spears', cf. section 3.3 above. 
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(17) 1° Singular 3° Plural 
a /II lm-aJ Iii lin 'hand' 
b. lei geel /II gIl 'lion' 
c. lal jaaJ IAI jAn 'tree' 
d. 1':)1 j:xJm lui jum-ljm 'type of monkey' 
e. lui guuk lui guy-ip 'dog' 

In (18), the singular is either a monosyllable or a disyllable ending in lal, and 
the (first) root vowel has grade 1. The plural is formed from the singular by means 
of the suffix -uk ~ -uk, and at the same time word-final vowels are deleted, long 
root-vowels are shortened, and root vowels are shifted to grade 3. As argued in 
section 3.4 above, the vowel of the suffix is underlyingly unspecified for [ATR], so 
that it is exposed to Progressive [ATR] Spreading. In (18c) an underlying stem 
vowel IAI has undergone Progressive Rounding Assimilation. 

(18) 1° Singular 3° Plural 
a /II CIIma Iii cim-uk 'knife' 
b. lei meek /II mIy-uk 'spider' 
c. lal barJa IAI bOJ1-uk 'slave, servant' 
d. 1':)1 g:xJC lui guj-uk 'bowl' 
e. lui bul lui bul-uk 'stomach' 
f Iii ljir Iii ljir-uk 'shield' 
g. IAI mAAl IAI mAl-uk 'calf of leg' 
h. lui pura lui pur-uk 'cloth' 

The examples in (19) belong to a class of nouns that have a disyllabic root and 
which form the plural from the singular without affixation. The singular form is 
identical to the root and has the shape CV(V)C(C)V(V)Cwith grade 1 vowels in 
both syllables. The first syllable of the singular forms exemplifies all five [-ATR] 
vowels. 

The plural of such nouns is formed in the following way: Long vowels are 
shortened, the vowel of the first syllable is shifted from grade 1 to grade 3, and the 
vowel of the second syllable is replaced with a short high back vowel. The latter 
exhibits the same type of [ATR] variation as the short high back vowel of the 
plural suffix -uk ~ -uk in (18) above and must therefore be analysed as under
lyinglyunspecifiedfor [ATR] but exposed to Progressive [ATR] Spreading. Using 
lUI as a symbol for a high back vowel unspecified for [ATR], plural forms are 
derived as in (20), using examples from (19). The grade 3 altemant of :fal may 
exhibit the additional effect of Regressive Rounding Assimilation, as also indicated 
in (20). 
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(19) 10 

a /II 

b. lei 
c. lal 

d. hi 

e. lui 

(20) Root: 

Singular 
(iIwar 

}alkaJ 

reekaJ 

kamal 

nanaan 

g:Jlpl 

m:Jrc:JIJ 

kUJer 

?unJe} 

Plural fonnation: 

30 

Iii 

/II 

IAI 

lui 

lui 

Progressive [ATR] Spreading: 

Regressive Rounding Assim.: 

Plural 

cfiwur 
kilkuJ 

rrkuJ 

komul 

'squirrel' 

'broom' 

'type of pot' 

'girl' 

I1Anun, nonun 'snake' 

gUIJul 

murcuIJ 

kUJur 
?unJul 

'cock' 

'horse' 

'pig' 

'cotton' 

dlwar reeka! nanaan g:)lpl ku!er 

diwUr nkUJ DAnUn gUI]Ul ku!Ur 

diwur nku! DAnun gUI]ul ku!ur 

nonun 

Note, incidentally,that the plural fonns in (19) share a template with the plural 
fonns that contain the suffix -uk - -uk exemplified in (18) above. This template has 
the following properties: (i) the segmental shape is CVC(C)VC, with short vowels in 
both syllables;(ii)the first vowel belongs to the set II, U, i, A, ul; and (iii) the second 
vowel is lUI, exposed to Progressive [ATR] Spreading. Hence, one may speculate 
that the plural fonnation strategy utilised in (19) has arisen as an analogue of the 
strategy utilised in (18). 

s. Internal reconstruction: Sound change 

We have seen that in the grammatically conditioned alternation of root vowels, 
only underlying [-ATR] vowels alternate. The three non-mid vowels, II, a, ul, be
come [+ATR] and thus change to Ii, A, ul. By contrast, the two mid vowels, Ie, :)/, 
become high and thus change to /I, u/. This mixed character of the alter-nation 
system needs a historical explanation. Assuming that the alternation was originally 
an [ATR] alternation throughout, we must hypothesise that Ie, :)1 originally alter
nated with */e, 01, but that at some later point in the past, */e, 01 underwent an 
unconditional change to /I, u/. 

Table 11 diagrams the history of the root vowel alternants in accordance with 
this hypothesis. As we see in column 3, the original [ATR] alternation created 
[+ATR] alternants of underlying [-ATR] vowels throughout, and the mid [+ATR] 
vowels were later changed, while the others remained unchanged. Column 4 shows 
that some instances of Iii and lui reflectthree changes: first a change from [-ATR] 
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Table 11. History of root vowel alternants 

1° 2° 3° 4° 

I i - I 1 1 - I i 1 - I 

e e - e I < e - e i - I < e - e 

[-ATR] a a a A A - a A A - a 

;) 0 - ;) u < 0 - ;) u - u < 0 - ;) 

u u - u u u -u u u - u 

i 1 i 1 

[+ATR] A A A A 

U U U u 

Root New [ATR] Old [ATR] New [ATR Old [ATR) 
vowel hannony alternation harmony alternation 

Key: "-" IndIcates a change due to a phonologIcal rule, and "<" IndIcates a dIachronIc 
development. 

to [+ATR], then a change from mid [+ATR] to high [-ATR], and finally, again, a 
change from [-ATR] to [+ATR]. 

6. Comparative evidence: Mayak-Mabaan vowel correspondences 

The hypothesis that pre-Mayak */e, 0/ have changed to /1, u/ implies that Mayak 
/II is a merger ofpre-Mayak */II and */e/, and that Mayak /u/ is a merger of pre
Mayak */u/ and */0/. Thus, the hypothesis predicts that Mayak /II and /u/ each 
exhibit regular correspondences with two different vowels in the other Western 
Nilotic languages, provided that the latter have not been exposed to the same 
merger. 

In the following, this prediction will be tested by a comparison of Mayak with 
the closest of its relatives of which I have a sufficient knowledge, namely Mabaan. 
In Kohler's [1955] subgrouping of the Nilotic languages, Mabaan belongs to the 
Southern Bumn branch of Bumn and is thus assumed to be more closely related 
to Mayak than the Luo and the Nuer-Dinka languages are. As we shall see, a 
comparison of Mayak with Mabaan does indeed shed light on the vowel systems of 
both of these languages. 

As mentioned in Andersen [1992: 187f] and as documented in Andersen [in 
press a], Mabaan has 11 contrastive vowel qualities, including 7 monophthongs, 
/i, e, e, a, A, ;), u/, and 4 diphthongs, /ie, ie, UA, ua/, and length is contrastive in all 
11 vowel qualities. Unlike Mayak, Mabaan does not exhibit any vowel hannony, 
and the feature [ATR] is largely irrelevant to the description of its vowel system. 
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As demonstrated below, there are regular correspondences between the root 
vowels in Mayak and Mabaan. These correspondences are independent of vowel 
length, and a given root generally has the same vowel length in both languages. 

Each vowel correspondence will be documented by means of six pairs of cog
nates. The examples have been selected in such a way that, as far as the attestation 
goes, half of the cited cognate pairs have a short root vowel and half of them a 
long root vowel. Note that I have chosen to write the long diphthongs in Mabaan 
with a double first component, so that for instance lual is a short vowel and luual 
a long vowel. 

The cognate pairs cited below include nouns, verbs, and an adverb. Nouns are 
given in their citation form, and their morpheme boundaries are indicated. Plural 
noun forms are marked by "(pl.)" after their gloss. For verbs the form given is the 
root, and ifthe root does not occur on its own or has not been attested without a 
suffix, it is followed by a hyphen. That a given root is verbal is indicated by a 
specification of its transitivity after its gloss: "(tr.)" for transitive and "(intr.)" for 
intransitive. 

Almost all of the cognate pairs also exhibit regular correspondences with 
respect to both the root-initial consonant and the root-final consonant, and 
exceptions are explicitly mentioned. Some root-initial consonants are the same in 
the two languages. The others exhibit the regular correspondences shown in (21), 
as seen from the point of view of Mayak. The root-final consonant correspon
dences are more complex, which is due to various phonological processes that are 
either synchronically operative or reflect earlier suffixes. An account of these 
correspondences is beyond the scope of the present article, but it should be men
tioned that in noun roots a final obstruent in Mayak often corresponds to a 
homorganic nasal in the singular form of the noun in Mabaan. 

(21) Mayak 

Mabaan 

cf 

q 
r 

j 

j 

j,p 

k 

k,c 
9 

g,j 

The presentation of the vowel correspondences takes the Mayak vowels as its 
point of departure. The non-high [-ATR] vowels will be examined first, then the 
[+ATR] vowels, and finally the high [-ATR] vowels. The low [-ATR] vowel/al 
corresponds to lal in Mabaan, as in (22). The mid [-A TR] vowels lei and 1':)1 cor-

(22) Mayak Mabaan 
a mat mar- 'suck' (tr.) 
b. pak- pak- 'count' (tr.) 
c. bak- bak- 'break' (intr.) 

d. jaaJ plan-A 'tree' 

e. laak-Ifl laak-k-A 'urine' (pI.) 

f. laak-an laak-t-A 'chicken' 
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respond to the diphthongs lief and /ua/ in Mabaan, as in (23) and (24), respec-
tively. The low [+ATR] vowel /A/ mostly corresponds to /A/ in Mabaan, as in (25). 

Mayak Mabaan 
(23) a gep jiep- 'beat' (tr.) 

b. Jei Jitl-A 'lower leg' 
c. leJ lieJ-A 'faeces' (pI.) 
d. geei jiiel-A 'lion' 

e. beel-eJ biitl-l-A 'cane' 
f neeJ niieJ- 'suck' (tr.) 

(24) a (/':)k cJ.6aI]-A 'neck' 

b. {:JI] (6aI]-A 'spear' 
c. P:JJ- puaJ- 'be good' (intr.) 
d. g:J:J]1 guua]1- 'scratch' (tr.) 
e. Q:J:Jc cJ.uuac- 'put' (tr.) 
f 7:J:Jl- luual- 'sing' (intr.) 

(25) a lA{ lAn-A 'house' 
b. lAm lAm-A 'thigh' 
c. WAD-iJ wAn-n-A 'buttock' 
d. hAl MAl-A 'hole (in the ground)' 
e. jAAk ]1AAk-A 'lice' (pI.) 
f mAAn mAAn-g-A 'women' (pI.) 

But in a few roots, /A/ corresponds to /e/ in Mabaan, as in (26). This is the case 
when the root ends in an underlying /j/ in Mabaan, corresponding to /r/ in Mayak. 
In Mabaan, a root-final /j/ is deleted before a consonant-initial suffix, as in (26a-b), 
whereby a short root vowel is lengthened, as in (26a). 

(26) a wAr-iJ 
b. wAAr-in 
c. bAAr-

wee-n-A 
wee-n-A 
be (e)j-

'cow dung' 
'night' 
'be long, be taIl' (intr.)16 

The high [+ATR] vowels/if and /u/ correspond to the diphthongs lie/ and /UAI 
in Mabaan, as in (27) and (28), respectively. 

16 It is not clear whether the root vowel of Mabaan be(e)j- is underlyingly short or long. 
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Mayak 

(27) a tief-At 

b. win-ie 

c. Jin-iJ 
d. riie 

e. nit 
f pii 

(28) a Juj-ie 

b. run 

c. lUI] 

d. puk-
e. kul 

f lum-aniJ 

Mabaan 

tien-n-A 

wiep-e-A 

Jien-n-A 

jiie-k-A 

jiien-A 

piie-g-A 

JiiAP-P-A 
jiiAn-n-A 

ll1AI]-A 

pUAk

kl1Al-A 

lUUAm-A 

'witch-doctor' 
'pot type' 
'breast' 
'rats' (pI.) 
'smoke' 
'water' (pI.) 

'granary' 
'year' 
'knee' 
'pour' (tr.) 

'wart-hog' 
'grass' 

23 

Finally, we come to the high [-ATR] vowels /II and lui in Mayak. Both of 
these regularly correspond to two different vowels in Mabaan. The front vowel /II 
in Mayak corresponds to the high and mid front monophthongs Iii and lei in 
Mabaan, as in (29) and (30), respectively. Similarly, the back vowel lui in Mayak 
corresponds to the high and mid back monophthongs lui and hi in Mabaan, as in 
(31) and (32), respectively)7 

Mayak 

(29) a TIm-aJ 

b. lIe 

c. bIl 

d. WIll 

e. efIln-ct 

f jIlJ 

(30) a gIm 

b. wIl-:Jl 

c. lIlk 

d. kIl] 

e. lIlr 

f pm-:Jk 

Mabaan 
jlm-m-A 
?~ ~ 

lP-A 

bll-A 

Wlil-A 

cf}in-A 

Jlin-A 

gcm-g-A 

wcl-l-A 

lCCI]-A 

kccn-A 
lcc-n-A 

Jccn-a 

'blood' 
'penis' 
'iron' 
'tail' 
'bird' 
'scorpion' 

'cheeks' (pI.) 

'guest' 
'female' 
'guinea-fowl' 
'thief 
'yesterday' (adv.) 

17 The pairs of cognates for 'thorn' in (31d) and 'my friend' in (31f) are irregular with respect 
to the root-final consonant. 
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(31) a Juk JUk-A 'mouth' 
b. ?ul- ?ul- 'be black' (intr.) 
c. kum-aJ kl1m-m-A 'egg' 
d. kuuk kl1u-n-A 'thorn' 
e. kuuJ kuuJ- 'blow at' (tr.) 
f muu{-a muu-k-6 'my friend' 

(32) a buk b6I]-I]-A 'arm' 

b. ruk jak- 'kick' (tr.) 

c. pur p6j-A 'path' 
d. guuk g5aI]-A 'dog' 
e. {uul-e (3al-t 'his/her/its child' 
f ruua-a j6ar-6 'my grandfather' 

Table 12 summarises the regular root vowel correspondences between 
cognates in Mayak and Mabaan as seen from the point of view of Mayak. Each 
vowel in Mabaan has one and only one counterpart in Mayak, but each of the 
Mayak vowels /II, /u/, and /A/ has two counterparts in Mabaan. All correspon
dences are independent of vowel length. 

Table 12. Regular root vowel correspondences between Mayak and Mabaan. 

Mayak [-ATR] Mayak [+ATR] 

Mayak I e a ;) U i A U 

Mabaan i I e ie a ua u I ;) ie Ale UA 

The two Mabaan counterparts of Mayak /A/ have complementary distribution 
and thus constitute a split. By contrast, the two Mabaan counterparts of Mayak /II 
have identical distribution, and so do the two Mabaan counterparts of Mayak /u/. 
Hence, the Mayak vowels /II and Ie/ must each go back to two different vowels, as 
also hypothesised on Mayak-internal grounds in section 5 above. 

7. Vowel changes in Mabaan and Mayak 

Although the vowel system of Mabaan is rather different from that of Mayak and 
does not use the feature [ATR], there is strong evidence that it goes back to a sys
tem in which [ATR] played a crucial role. In Andersen [in press a], the vowel sys
tem of Mabaan was compared with those of two other Western Nilotic languages 
belonging to different main branches of Western Nilotic, namely Pari from the Luo 
branch and Dinka from the Nuer-Dinka branch. Based on facts of vowel quality 
alternation, it was argued that all three languages go back to a vowel system with 
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Table 13. Reconstructed Proto-Western Niloticvowel system. 

[-ATR] [+ATR] 

short long short long 

I II 1 ii 
e ee e ee 

a aa /I. /1./1. 
:J :J:J 0 00 
U uu u uu 

five [-ATR] and five [+ATR] monophthongs and two lengths. This vowel system, 
which by definition belonged to Proto-Western Nilotic (PWN), was completely 
symmetrical, as shown in Table 13. 

The changes that were hypothesised to have occurred in Mabaan, taking it 
from the Proto-Western Nilotic stage to its present stage, are shown in (33). The 
chronological order of these four changes can be determined to the following 
extent: The diphthongization of */i, u/ antedates the raising of */1, u/, and the diph
thongization of */e, :J/ antedates the lowering of */e, 0/. Given this set of changes, 
the Mayak-Mabaan vowel correspondences summarised in Table 12 above can 
now be depicted from the point of view of Proto-Western Nilotic as in Table 14. 

(33) a *i, *u 

b. *e,*:J 

c. *e,*o 

d. *1, *u 

> ie, UII. 

> ie, ua 

> e,:J 

> i, u 

Diphthongization of high [+ATR] vowels 

Diphthongization of mid [-ATR] vowels 

Lowering of mid [+ATR] vowels 

Raising of high [-ATR] vowels 

Table 14. Regular Mayak-Mabaan vowel correspondences seen from the 
point of view of Proto-Western Nilotic. 

PWN[-ATR) PWN [+ATR] 

PWN *1 *e *a *:J *u *. 1 *e */1. *0 *u 

Mayak I e a :J u i I /I. U u 

Mabaan i ie a ua u ie e /I., e :J U/l. 

On the hypothesis embodied in Table 14, the Proto-Western Nilotic mid 
[+ATR) vowels */e, 0/ have changed to /1, u/ in Mayak, exactly as hypothesised on 
Mayak-internal grounds in section 5 above, while the other Proto-Western Nilotic 
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vowels have remained unchanged in Mayak. Hence, the two vowels that merged 
into Mayak/I/ were [-ATR] */I/ and [+ATR] */e/, and the two vowels that merged 
into Mayak/u/ were [-ATR] */u/ and [+ATR] */0/. 

As mentioned in section 2.3 above, the Mayak word gooc 'five' is aberrant in 
having the vowel quality /0/ in spite of its monosyllabicity. It is cognate with its 
Mabaan counterpart g5aj6 'five', and as indicated in (33) and in Table 14, the root 
vowel /~/ ofthe latter goes back to */0/. So Mayak gooc 'five' escaped the regular 
sound change *0 > u. 

A proper demonstration that the Proto-Western Nilotic reconstructions are 
correct is beyond the scope of this article. But a preliminary demonstration can be 
made by providing examples of cognate words from all main branches of Western 
Nilotic. For this purpose, Pari is taken as representative of the Luo languages, and 
the Agar dialect of Dinka is taken as representative of the Nuer-Dinka languages. 
Thus, Tables 15-16 show one set of cognate nouns in Mayak, Mabaan, Pari, and 
Dinka for each of the twenty vowels reconstructed for Proto-Western Nilotic, five 
short and five long [-ATR] vowels and five short and five long [+ATR] vowels.1 8 
These sets exhibit regular root vowel correspondences, but a valid demonstration 
of this regularity would have to take into account special developments in Dinka 
(cf. Andersen [1993]). Crucially, however, the vowels that have been reconstruc
ted as [-ATR] vowels in Proto-Western Nil otic are [-ATR] in Pari and [-breathy] in 
Dinka, and conversely, vowels that have been reconstructed as [+ATR] vowels in 
Proto-Western Nil oti c are [+ATR] in Pari and [+breathy] in Dinka. Pari and Dinka 
words in brackets are irregular with respect to vowel height (Pari t61]) or vowel 
length (Dinka]Q), but not with respect to the features [ATR] or [breathy]. 

8. Conclusion 

Phonetical I y, Mayak has the same vowel inventory as that reconstructed for Proto
Western Nilotic, namely a 5 x 2 x 2 system, i.e., a system with five vowel positions, 
the binary feature [ATR], and two lengths. However, the [+A TR] qualities [e] and 
[0] in Mayak are conditional variants of the [-ATR] qualities Ie/ and /~/, 
respectively; so phonemically, Mayak has only three [+ATR] qualities. Original, 
that is, Proto-Western Nilotic, */e/ and */0/ have merged with the high [-ATR] 
vowels /II and lui, respectively. 19 

The change */e, 0/ > /1, u/ appears to be an unusual one in languages with a 
vowel system with the feature [ATR]. In his overview of the Kwa languages, many 
of which also have vowel harmony based on [ATR], Stewart [1971: 198ff] found 
that when vowels are eliminated by merger, the firstto be eliminated are 

18 In the transcription of Pari, [ ] is an extra low tone, [-] is a tone falling from high to extra low, 
and [ , ~] is a tone faIling from low to extra low. 
19 It is also noteworthy that Mayak has retained the purely monophthongal system of Proto
Western Nilotic, while in the Luo languages and in Mabaan some original monophthongs have 
become diphthongs [cf. Andersen 1989 and in press a J. 
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Table 15. Cognate sets exemplifying regular root vowel correspondences among 
four Western Nilotic languages and reflecting the ten [-A TR] vowels 
in Proto-Western Nilotic. 

PWN Mayak Mabaan Pari 

*1 

*11 

*e 
*ee 
*a 
*aa 
*:) 

*:):) 

*u 
*uo 

rIm-aJ 

mIll] 

leJ 
leec 

kac 

maac 

pl] 
l]:J:Jl 

Juk 
kuuk 

n , 
Jlm-m-A 

mlil]-A 

?itJ-A 
liiep-A 

kaP-A 

maap-A 

{6al]-A 

l]uual-A 

J6k-A 
kuu-n-A 

rIm:5 

mhl] 

ceeJ 
lItc 

kwac 

maac 

((:5l]) 

l]lbl 

rj:5k 

k6ud-3 

Dinka 

rjfem 
\ . 

mJIl] 

C~l 

kWfJc 

m~ac 

(~l] 

l]~:Jl 

J9k 
kooow 

'blood' 
'deaf' 
'faeces' (pI.) 
'elephant' 
'leopard' 
'fire' 
'spear' 
'limping' 
'mouth' 
'thorn' 

Table 16. Cognate sets exemplifying regular root vowel correspondences among 
four Western Nilotic languages and reflecting the ten [+ATR] vowels 
in Proto-Western Nilotic. 

PWN Mayak Mabaan Pari Dinka 

*. kic 
~ 

kic cj~ec 'honey, bee' I clep-A 
* .. pii piie-g-A 

\. "). 

'water' (pI.) II pll P'!IW 
*e wll-:Jl weJ-I-A weel-o - 'guest' 

*ee lIlj-m leeg-g-A liec - 'elephants' (pI.) 
*A l]AC l]Aj-A l]AC - 'back' 
*AA 111AAn mAAn-g-A mAAn - 'women' (pI.) 

*0 - j:51-A - rgl 'gullet' 

*00 guuk g5:Jl]-A guok (jo) 'dog' 
*u ?um ?UAm-m-A ?6m wym 'nose'; 'nostril' (Mab.) 

*uu ?uua-u - ?uuq-o w6u{ 'ostrich' 

normally the low [+ATR] vowel, which he symbolised [3], and the high [-ATR] 
vowels [I] and [u]. For the latter, Stewart suggested that there are three common 
ways of elimination: [I] and [u] merge with either (i) the corresponding [+ATR] 
vowels [i] and [u], (ii)the mid [-ATR] vowels [e] and [:)], or (iii)the mid [+ATR] 
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vowels [e] and [0].20 The change */e, 0/ > /1, u/ in Mayak does not conform to 
these tendencies, since it is the reverse of the third possibility mentioned by 
Stewart. But Stewart [1971: 205] also mentioned an example of this change in a 
Kwa language, namely in the Asante dialect of Akan. Moreover, a merger of */e/ 
with /II has also taken place in the Central Sudanic language Lendu, as demon
strated by Kutsch Lojenga [1989]. So the change */e, 0/ > /1, u/ in Mayak is not 
unparalleled in other language families. 

The elimination of /e, 0/ rather than /1, u/ is also found in the Moru-Madi 
subfamily of Central Sudanic. The Moru-Madi languages must originally have had 
a system similar to that of Proto-Western Nilotic, except that there was no length 
contrast (cf. Andersen [1986c]). [e] and [0] still have full phonemic status in Madi 
(cf. Andersen [1986b]) and in Lulubo (cf. Andersen [1987]), but in Morn their 
phonemic status is marginal (cf. Andersen [1986a]), and in Lugbara they are 
totally non-phonemic, being allophones of /e/ and h/, just like in Mayak. But in 
Lugbara, as demonstrated in Andersen [1986c], */e, 0/ merged with /e, ':J/, so here 
*/e, 0/ took a different path than in Mayak. 
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